DRIVING
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TO MARKET
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& DIMITRI COLOGNE, PAID MEDIA DI R E C TOR
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SHOPS

Shops+ is an expertise which sits within our Social Commerce+
practice, designed to support your business as you launch and
customize Social Shops (from Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest,
TikTok and more).
Social Shops are growing rapidly as a new route to market,
accelerated by two major forces. Firstly, as the pandemic took
hold, eCommerce as a primary shopping channel became the
norm (growing by 46%) and secondly, social media users grew by
9%. Leading social platforms seized the opportunity to connect
eCommerce with social, developing a string of purchase solutions
to keep users locked into buying directly from their apps.
Social Commerce is forecast to grow to US $3.37 trillion globally
over the next eight years, and the big bet for brands and
businesses in this space has been Shops; an in-app, catalog-based
storefront for discovery and product curation.
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“Shops” was coined and popularized by Facebook
and Instagram, but the technology principle is being
incorporated across a broader spectrum of social
platforms like Snapchat and Twitter.
Shops is more than just an online showroom – it is a
formidable new route to market for brands. At
VMLY&R COMMERCE we have scaled our Shops+
expertise, from commercial planning to the technical
integration across eCommerce platforms, into our
wider suite of Social Commerce+ services to help
clients drive rapid business growth.
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With all new sales channels, we believe it’s critical
to understand the role Shops plays within a wider
commerce ecosystem. The key is to circumvent
cannibalization of revenue across existing
channels, unlocking new revenue by reaching new
shoppers with razor-sharp tailored and relevant
commerce experiences and product portfolios.

WHERE
IT ALL
STARTED
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Facebook and Instagram Shops have been part of our
lives for almost a year now.
Shops is a logical step forward in Facebook’s - and by
extension other platforms’ — plans to shapeshift more
vertically to keep people within their ecosystem of content,
connectivity and purchase, similar to Asian super apps like
WeChat.
Shops came in the slipstream of commerce initiatives such as
Marketplace and Shoppable Ads. Only here, the focus of
Shops is on driving repeat but more relevant purchases from
brands people follow and love. Today businesses – regardless
of size — can have tighter control of putting products in front
of existing and new shoppers.
Momentum is there. During a Clubhouse discussion last
March, Mark Zuckerberg said there are over 1.2 million active
Shops on both Facebook and Instagram, reaching more than
300 million monthly active users.
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But why is buying directly from a shop on a social
media platform such a promising development?
In many ways it comes down to user experience and
minimizing friction between inspiration and purchase.
When analyzing the cause of cart abandonment and
purchase drop-offs, one top-ranking catalyst is failing
connection between the source of inspiration and checkout.
Most D2C platforms can be optimized for limited loading times yet
shopping in the same space that you discover the product is a significant
driver to purchase, especially for items that require a shorter decision-making
or research process.
Additionally, Shops can be leveraged as a barometer to sense-check product
longevity, bundling opportunities and market potential of new releases and
products. And, because of the relatively easy-to-navigate functionality, social
shops offer up great insight into customer purchase intent and needs.
Beyond a complementary role to additional sales touchpoints, social shops
can perfectly play a hybrid role. For SMBs, they can function as the lead
channel, whilst for bigger brands with more complex purchase decision
journeys (e.g., customisable or high-value items) a social shop can easily
support a specific segment of the product range (e.g., accessories).
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Fashion
and beauty
are the main
categories
driving this
explosion in social
commerce,
but we’re now seeing
homeware, everyday consumer
electronics, and
even high-value goods such as
automotive parts easily slotting into
this new social commerce reality.

Shops shouldn’t be conceptualised
purely as a cost-efficient replacement
for D2C. It is a growth driver, an
integrated solution that offers an
additional entry point for both existing
and new consumers
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THE USP
OF SHOPS
There are several reasons why brands should trial Shops. From connecting more
intimately and seamlessly with existing shoppers, trialing new products and services,
to precise measurement and identification of new audiences.

A QUICK SET-UP

A no-brainer. You can set up your Facebook or Instagram Shop in a
relatively short amount of time. The platform takes care of the frameworks
for data processing, product catalog integrations and hosting. This fast
execution is gold for businesses who need to shift to online quite fast (e.g.,
because of local lockdown) or advertisers who want to push flash sales,
exclusives and Limited Time Offers without having to worry about
activating a heavy-to-rollout D2C platform.

COLLECTION-BASED PLANNING

By organising groups of products into collections – themed around
seasonal events, promotions, upcoming launches or trends you’ve
noticed from followers – brands will be able to help their customers find
the products that are right for them.

A TAILORED LOOK AND FEEL

To keep a tight connection to a brand’s identity, colors and fonts can be
customized and imagery can be constantly updated in line with marketing
roadmaps and product availability and supply. Adding to this, the
standardised customisation options are also designed for a minimal loading
time, which benefits the shopper’s unified experience within the app.

LOYALTY AND SERVICE BUILDER:

While Shops is mainly a visual storefront, smart CX features are available to
keep customers looped in. Shops and its products can be bookmarked as
favorites. In addition to that, there are customisable opt-in solutions for loyalty
programs. Plus, a connected conversational interface (e.g., Messenger or
WhatsApp) can help businesses offer tailored services and support remotely.

CHECK-OUT

Shops is designed to remove friction from the path to purchase. After adding
items to cart, in most cases users will be re-routed to the brand’s website for
checkout. In the US, it’s possible to pay directly in the app. Facebook is
planning to make this option standardised for all major markets by H2 of this
year.

ECOMMERCE INTEGRATION

To make sure brands of all commerce maturity levels and size can benefit
from Shops, eCommerce integration is easy for brands using Shopify,
BigCommerce or WooCommerce, ChannelAdvisor, CedCommerce, Cafe24,
Tienda Nube and Feedonomics.
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THE
PRE-REQUISITES
FOR A SUCCESSFUL
SHOP SET-UP

As crucial as understanding which product to showcase is, having a
rock-solid system in place to control availability, stock, product
ranges or dynamic price setting is equally important. This product
catalog can be natively built within the platform’s Commerce
Manager (i.e., Facebook’s commerce counterpart for Ads Manager)
or integrated from a third-party service.

From a development POV, Facebook and Instagram Shops looks
like a press-and-play solution. Yet, there are a few boxes to check
before being able to register sales.

4. VISUAL ASSETS SKEWED TO
(MOBILE) COMMERCE

HERE ARE THE FOUR KEY STEPS WHEN BUILDING
OUT THE FOUNDATIONS FOR A SOCIAL SHOP.
1. MARKET ELIGIBILITY

Shops relies on the availability of some essential features and platform
requirements (i.e., a legitimate Commerce Manager operating space and
compliance with T&Cs for products). So, before taking your A-game to different
markets, make sure you’re eligible to play.

2. PRODUCT STRATEGY

It’s important to understand which products make sense to showcase to
existing customers and prospects. It makes little sense offering exactly the
same product portfolio as your other commerce channels. Brands need to
ask themselves, why would my shoppers buy from me in this channel rather
than another? What are their need states when they are shopping from their
social platforms and what are they looking for? Product portfolios should be
curated according to seasonality, stock, bundles and relevance.
Once performance metrics are generated, this strategy can be
further refined based on actual customer-led data.

3. ACCESS TO PRODUCT CATALOGS

Visual identity and branding is key to engaging shoppers on social.
Brands that consider launching a Facebook or Instagram
shop need to make sure that imagery (used in the shop) is fully
optimised for a mobile commerce experience. Optimized pack
shots, short and clear product descriptions addressing specific
need states and ensuring that the brand’s look and feel and tone
are consistent with other sales touchpoints are all important.
Shoppers think and act omni-channel, and having a
recognisable brand can expedite a purchase decision.
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TAP INTO CUSTOMIZATION OPTIONS
It’s important the Shop is an extension of your Facebook/Instagram
presence and so the look and feel of your brand needs to be aligned
across all communication and commerce touchpoints.

POST-LAUNCH
RECOMMENDATIONS
Once set-up of your Shop has been successfully
implemented, maintenance and monitoring performance
are key. Similar to building out performance tracking for
other digital and commerce platforms, we recommend
applying a combination of testing, learning and scaling
successes.

THINK ABOUT THE ROLE OF
SHOPS VS. OTHER CHANNELS

Analyse
to
what
extent
the
Facebook/
Instagram storefront contributes to overall sales and
gradually pivot budgets and effort.

MAKE SMART USE
OF COLLECTIONS

Curate and showcase fast-moving or high potential
products into categories. This makes it easier for people
to discover and eventually purchase.
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PROMOTE YOUR SHOP
WITH TAGS AND ADS

Don’t assume fans and followers will navigate directly to the Shop
tab. It is important to consistently tag products in organic content
linking followers to the Shop and applying paid promotions, to
reach new audiences.

LEVERAGE PLATFORM ANALYTICS

Dig into the rich data Commerce Manager offers, to optimise
your commercial strategy. Watch out metrics include are Add to
Cart, Checkouts Initiated, Conversion Rate and Collection Views.

APPLY TEST & LEARN MECHANICS

Revert the insights gathered from the platform and experiment
with different testing parameters, in a similar way to running ads.
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As part of our Social Commerce+ offering, we have
hardwired a dedicated service for brands planning to
leverage Shops as a growth driver. We provide
an end-to-end service that sits across several pillars
from commercial modelling and measurement to
creative content optimization all with specific actions
for each stage of bringing Shops to life. This includes:
Expertise which helps define your Shops go-tomarket strategy. From unlocking shopper insights and
cultural drivers to understanding category drivers,
barriers to purchase and opportunities, we can also
help determine which are the right products and
bundles to launch with, for maximum relevance and
sales growth.
We partner with you to ensure all the necessary steps
to launch your Shop have been successfully
completed. This includes activating Commerce
Manager, domain verification,
policy
checks,
eligibility requirements, integrations with existing
D2C
platforms
and
creative
best practice
consultancy.

This is where we support the actual transaction
mechanism, with products available and showcased
ready for purchase. This includes setting up and
maintaining a product catalog, collection management,
scaling presence and visibility through paid and/or
organic solutions, and conversation commerce strategy.
We analyze the data to determine where the Shop has
been successful and where a pivot is needed. This includes
analyzing campaigns and product performance, and
optimizing creative and conversational opportunities.
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SHOPS+

VMLY&R
COMMERCE
EXPERTISE
FOR SHOPS
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Altra, a top-ranking brand in the sportswear category, invited
VMLY&R COMMERCE to revamp and optimise its Instagram Shop.
The challenge: the in-app shop was set up to display five random
products, automatically sorted and with little to no platform
customisation. We repurposed the Shop’s strategy, redefined its role
in the wider commerce ecosystem and solidified the Shop as a
differentiated new route to market. A few examples of the
noticeable changes we applied: language optimisation (the Shop
serves different visitors across Europe), tailored colour schemes
and
visuals,
optimised
product
portfolios
and
product
description pages (PDPs) and more dynamic CTA’s. Additionally,
we developed a refined detailed product strategy – personalised
and relevant to the new channel and specific shopper
segments. By clustering items in collections based on gender and
running type, visitors now easily find and purchase shoes tailored to
their needs.

“OUR OPTIMISATION STRATEGY LED
TO A 336% INCREASE OF CLICKS
TO ALTRA’S D2C SITE AND A 303%
INCREASE IN PDP VIEWS.”
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CASE
STUDIES
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IKEA:
DYNAMIC
SHOWCASE
OF
BESTSELLERS

For IKEA we created a Shop for the Belgian market. The product
positioning strategy is built on four key categories (kitchen, living room,
bedroom and outdoor) and further refined into displaying best-selling
items in those categories. For an optimal purchase journey, the Shop’s
language has been dynamically set up according to the user’s
preferred language.

OUR
OPTIMISATION
STRATEGY
LED TO A
336%
INCREASE
OF CLICKS TO
ALTRA’S D2C
SITE AND A
303%
INCREASE IN
PDP VIEWS.
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CASE
STUDIES

PINK TAG
BOUTIQUE:
BOOSTING
SALES WITH
SHOPS
AND LIVE
SHOPPING
FEATURES
A perfect example that illustrates the
added value of connecting live events
and influencers with Shop strategy.
The US-based retailer set up a
Facebook Shop with checkout in
Commerce Manager. This provided
people with a digital storefront when
visiting the brand’s Facebook Page.
Collection
ads
were
leveraged
to categorise products and make it
easier to browse and discover new
items.
The retailer also tagged products in
posts, Stories and ads so that people
easily could purchase an item
after clicking on it without leaving
Facebook.

In addition, Pink Tag collaborated with
category
influencers
during
live
shopping events to promote new
product arrivals.
Our approach led to a significant uplift
in sales. In five months the brand
generated $44,448 in incremental sales
and 804 incremental orders from
Facebook Shops. From an uplift POV,
there was a 66% greater average order
value from buyers on Facebook Shops
compared to those who bought from
the website ($65.79 versus $39.65).
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VANS,
AR-LED
SHOPPABLE
CONTENT
SOLUTIONS
ON SNAPCHAT
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CASE
STUDIES

In 2020, physical store visits plummeted as a result of pandemic
restrictions and lockdowns. This sparked the upswing and relevance of
social commerce: allowing people to discover and purchase products in a
seamless and immersive online experience. In order to re-create a genuine
store experience, we built out a Snapchat lens that gave shoppers the
possibility to try on and buy sneakers, any place, any time. The camera and
user-centric campaign solidified Vans’ fast mover position in the social
sphere and eventually generated a 14.5 % return on ad spend (ROAS) and
32% purchase intent.
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LOOKING
BEYOND
FACEBOOK
AND
INSTAGRAM
While Facebook-owned properties have spearheaded the
growth of social commerce beyond China, other actors are
beta-testing Shops and in-platform commerce integrations
as well. Our teams can help you understand how these
platforms and their developments can deliver growth from
within your commerce ecosystem.

TIKTOK

As a concrete example, the community-based social network
TikTok is Shop with a selection of brands in pilot markets
such as the U.K. The feature is very similar to Facebook and
Instagram offerings, a product-catalog-supported way for
users to buy directly from brand accounts in TikTok.

PINTEREST

Discovery network first offered in-app buying a few years ago
but re-engineered this into catalog-curated product pins that
lead directly to online merchants. Pinterest is currently
betting big on making its platform design fully shoppable
and friction-free.

SNAPCHAT

Also a fast mover in the direct shopping space, Snap had already
clinched partnerships with Amazon and Shopify in 2019 for users to
shop via influencers and augmented camera-led experiences.

TWITTER

Twitter is planning a significant step into the social commerce
space by harmonising its real-time conversation USP
with commercial engagement possibilities. The platform is
already piloting new Professional Profiles for businesses and
creators in 2021. In parallel, it will begin testing a Shop Module for
Professional Profiles in H2 for brands to sell directly to consumers.
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ABOUT
SOCIAL
COMMERCE+
Social Commerce+ is an innovative new practice designed to help brands
accelerate purchase and business growth by connecting commerce to
social.
The practice turns the traditional marketing funnel on its head, by
identifying business goals from the outset, e.g., volume of instore/online
sales, subscriptions or footfall, followed by calculation of a unique blend of
channels needed to deliver the goals. The model leverages paid social
channels and media buying to one that leverages a broader collection of
touchpoints to drive incremental reach and conversion.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT:
DEBBIE ELLISON, GLOBAL CHIEF
DIGITAL OFFICER
VMLY&R COMMERCE
DEBBIE.ELLISON@VMLYRCOMMERCE.COM
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